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About This Game

The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer is an otome visual novel, in which young Hana finds eternal love … or death!

After a long time, Hana is single again. The breakup with her boyfriend Jan has hit her quite hard. While her best friend
Kerstin and her childhood friend Furio try their best to free Hana from her depression, she focuses completely on her work

and drowns herself in self-pity on the weekend.
But her gloomy mood summons two entities far worse: Two demons start inhabiting her apartment, in order to feed off her

strained soul: Tymoteusz and Einar – One residing in her underwear drawer (which he also has happened to turn into a gate to
hell itself), while the other possesses her teddy bear.

Adding to that chaos, her neighbor Blanche seems to have taken a rather special interest in Hana as well.
It’s the dawn of a hard time for her: Two demons occupying her home, a lesbian besieging her and two friends constantly

pampering her. On top of all that, her ex shows up to reconquer his lost love …

Which way will be the right one for Hana? Which will lead to bliss? Which will lead to loneliness or even death? As Hana
decides, so do you!

No false bottom! The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer is a full game with five different routes, including one for
Yuri-enthusiasts! <3

No DLC or microtransactions. You pay once and get EVERYTHING!
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Every Decision Matters! There is no meaningless decision. Every single one influences your Lovemeter!

Atmospheric CGs! Every route will receive their own CG.

Linguistic Proficiency! We strive to bring you amusing and intelligent dialogue, both in German and English!

How Often Do You Die? With our Death Counter, how many times you have failed to achieve eternal bliss!

Rewarding for Achievement Hunters! Over all 5 routes you will be able to unlock a total of 46 achievements!

Educational! Over the course of the game, you will encounter several Info-Boxes, filled with funny as well as hilarious
explanations for references within the dialogue so that nothing bars your enjoyment of The Multidimensional Underwear
Drawer. But don’t worry: You can simply choose to ignore the boxes if you don’t want them ;)
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Title: The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
KamiyaSoft
Publisher:
BirchTreeGames
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Pentium 4 (1.8 Ghz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Display 1280x720 (16:9)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

Additional Notes: Need some time to start

English,German
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Won this game on a reddit giveaway. I haven't been able to play too long but I can tell the game feels very nice. I enjoyed
crafting and making more money and storing it. I hope there are plans to make more purchasable upgrades, or maybe a newer or
bigger sell? There isn't a tonnn of furniture options, etc. I know it's jail simulator, but you can only get so far with some
cabinets, etc.

Overall the tracking feels good, and is entertaining.. cannot play it waste of money havent got a refund. Snake style game by
design with some average graphics. Worth a playthrough once while waiting for queue times in other games.. I'm Giving it a
thumbs up because its really fun and action packed most times... but the only down side is that theres not many different powers
and the level kinda stay the same. Its long but short at the same time. This is good for getting rid of stress and its fun to cut the
boxes and stuff. The only other thing is that I feel like there should be more types of weapon and powers to use. Thats really it.
Other then that its fun in alot of ways for the freedom to cut stuff. The last thing to be clear is I feel like there should be more
cutting motions like a circle or triangle that you can carve into boxes or enemys. Other Other then that good job devs. Great
game. The bugs...so many bugs.

My friends and I would play this, and we'd enjoy it for a bit, but after a while we noticed some balance issues, and graphic
glitches that would cause the game to crash, and more often than not the AI would just sit there and do nothing.

Shame too, because this held so much promise, but the Devs abandoned, without fixing the bugs. Game breaking bugs.

Enjoy it for what it is, but don't expect to get too many hours of enjoyment before you get tired of doing the same thing over
and over again.. Why don't you guys make a new game?

THis mod is awesome!. awesome game for all ages- my kids from 3-7 and all the adults too have played several hours on this
one.

controls work great, player scalability makes it seamless for kids/adults, custom radio stations give it a whole lot more
relayability

highly recommended, probably the best $$/content value in VR right now. I have to admit, I've never seen MANOS: The Hands
of Fate. But, this game doesn't exactly do a good job of portraying the story. And, even still... it's not exactly the easiest game to
play. This is AVGN Adventures before AVGN Adventures... escentially.. A great game that requires more though after a few
levels than you may think.
A slight flavour of Pacman mixed with dungeon crawler elements.

"A different dungeon every time you play!
Nine different game flavors to choose from!
- Collect treasures and glory in Action Recipe!
- Enter the service of the King in Adventure Mix!
- Save your friends in Rescue Relish!
- Plumb the dark depths of the dungeon in Dark Roast!
- Explore in utter darkness in Soul Succor!
- Survive brutal boss encounters in Boss Blend!
- Hone your skills in Practice Formula!
- Simmer down with Weak Sauce!
- And test your sanity in the mixed up world of Maxima Mash!
Infinite levels!
Six unique boss stages!
Eleven lovable player characters to choose from!
Sixteen wild weapons and spells to collect and conjure!
Procedurally layered music, a different soundtrack every time you play!
Dynamic lighting effects!"

The price is amazing for this game which becomes quite addictive.. These VR micro experiences are actually priced accordingly
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compared to a lot in the marketplace. Both Blocked in and Marchland are essentially just single rooms with different views, but
I have been waiting to play them for 2 years since never being able to get them to work on our Oculus DK2! Both experiences
are overflowing with prescence, even if for only a few minutes of your time.
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amazing funny game, Nicely done!!!. DFBHD was the top game back in the day. Servers were always full.
Visited from time to time throughout the years and there seems to be up to 10 dedicated servers consistently. This game just
wont die!

So, I finally decided to start a new squad and contact some old teammates, along with some new people who haven't played
before. Hoping for a revival.

While playing this game, you cant expect top graphics like you see in today's modern games. However, you can expect smooth
gameplay, making new friends and having a great time. You can also expect a military simulator game where you have to adjust
your scope while sniping. Custom made maps are fairly easy to learn and build.

Joining a squad (and there are a few out there) you can expect to make some good friends, practice games and challenging other
squads.

So, if anyone is looking for something new or for a revival, I would highly recommend Deltaforce Blackhawk down. I believe
you wont be disappointed, and you cant beat the price.

Our new clan is: Patriot Snipers. Dedicated server is up.
If interested contact me... I never bought this but yet i have it. PLZ FIX VALVE. Game itself is a bit like a turn-based Diablo, if
you indulge the quick summary.

It may not be as visually polished as most recent productions, but the gameplay is sound and fun, and it definitely can be played
for free - you can always buy some character classes to speed things up or discover new things faster, but no one is pushing you
to do so.

The cooperative / pvp side of the game is fun, but you can also play the full campaign solo if you are willing to do so.

So if you like turn-based RPG meet tactics kind of games, since it's free, you really should give it a try - otherwise, skip it and
go play something else (but don't come spoiling the fun for the rest of us - it's FREE ffs!). it's fun, has a great idea, but the
mouse curser is a lot bigger than it normally it is wich makes it harder, but not by that much

9\/10 would point agian. This game man. Holy $&!+ is it funny. It's a great RPG style game with incredibly funny and witty
dialog, great animation, and just all out fun to play. This game is NOT what you'd expect it to be. Vulgarity, puns, easter eggs,
it's all here. I purchased this game in the bundle package but I would have GLADLY paid $10 or more just for this game alone!
Do yourself and your friends a favor. Buy this game. Buy the bundle. Grab a beverage and snack of choice and be prepared to
spit it out whilst laughing your rear off. Simply fantastic.

TLDR: Don't waste time thinking, just buy this game.....unless you hate kittens and despise laughing.. Hard strategy game. After
an earthquake, Maximus decides to investigate. However, the path to save the world is quite hard as Ogres are being
manipulated, Shrapnel is kidnapped and the only way to restore the land and to save everyone is to use weather manipulating
items!

This game is set before Victor's chronicles of life (him being Maximus's descendant), which are the next games. Weather Lord:
In Search of the Shaman is the first real game set in the now universe of the series. The plot is quite simple, though Shrapnel as
the damsel in distress is quite clich\u00e9 - she should have been used more wisely. Anyway, I didn't expect some betrayal from
one of the heroes, so there are still some twists.

The gameplay is reduced to four elements: wind, sun, rain and thunder. However, the rest is the same as for the other games:
you have workers for collecting ressources (food, wood, gold), warriors to defeat enemies (and they can turn into some
upgraded warriors thanks to the elements). Rain is mainly used for grow crops and trees, for the gold, a worker is needed and
sun, wind and thunder are mainly used for towers or for obstacles. You can also build sawmills, mills, forges or houses to help
the increase of workers or ressources. Towers, as you can guess, are for attack\/defense against enemies.

When you play this game after the new ones, you can't whine about missing the ice or the dock on your screen with the
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elements: they're improvements. But true, it's making the game more challenging. In Search of the Shaman is already
challenging: altars with bonuses or crystals for turning all you warriors into a specific types are always situated far away, so you
have to think about some strategy. Comparing to the other games, I found this one less challenging but still some of the levels
aren't so easy.

For the rest (graphics and music), it's decent and enjoyable.

In Search of the Shaman is a nice introduction to what Victor will be facing in the series and is also a nice background story for
the universe, too bad we didn't have more Maximus and Shrapnel, as she could have been more useful (like Olivia later) or used
more wisely.

Anyway, it's a good game, so, why not? After all, the use of the elements are quite well-thought, so, for anyone wanting a good
time management game, you can invest your money in the whole series (I don't know if the two first games are worthy but at
least, everything from this one till the rest is very interesting).. As with most games I get, I bought this on a complete whim.
High reviews, and the low price drew me in, but it was the gameplay that kept me going.

Life Is Hard is yet another survival simulator, but one of a totally different breed. You start off with four villagers, each of
which are capable of gathering every resource you need, and a chosen god, which allows for various features during the game.
For instance, one god allows you to gather extra faith, which allows you to heal your villagers, deal damage to enemies, and
plant trees necessary for wood.

It operates much like an RTS (Real Time Strategy) game, similar to Starcraft and Age of Empires in terms of 'build trees' and
various buildings that produce various resources. One building allows you to make bread, which provides food, another is an
armory to build weapons and armor, etc. Due to this feature, the game is a constant balance of resources.

I'd say the main selling point of the game is that it's so goddamn charming. You can tell that a lot of work went into it, and the
passion behind it is palpable. I've played my fair share of survival sims, but it's rare that I replay them at all. With Life Is Hard, I
finally found a nice sit-down survival sim that allows for quick one-off runs while still maintaining it's charm and overall fun.

VERY high replay value, although initially, it's a lot to adjust to. In time, when you get more used to the game, different gods
allow for all sorts of different builds. You could be a warring tribe, a peaceful tribe, farmers, merchants, etc. With all of this
quality and attention to detail, as well as the high replay value, this is shaping up to be a beautiful little game.

At the moment, the game is marketed at $7.99. While I think this is absolutely worth the price, I might wait for the sale if you're
unsure. Overall, if you enjoy survival simulators, and want to support indie developers, this is a great little game.. Honestly? It's
not horrible. And, it didn't make me deaf!

10/10 would play for 13 minutes again.

Vantage Pre-Early Access Patch 0.4.5 is live!:
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This update mainly fixed user interface bugs and upgraded and improved the database system. The next steps will be more
focused on play testing and content addition, and this will continue over the course of the summer. You can check out the patch
notes here: http://steamcommunity.com/…/discussi…/0/1457328392103896201/. DUO MODE | Steam Key Giveaway:

Hey Community! DUO MODE is coming to Dying Light: Bad Blood! To help you find your perfect partner, we're giving ALL
FOUNDERS a FREE code for the game to share with a friend. Codes will be sent out via Steam from Thursday (14.02.2019) to
Monday (18.02.2019, 7 pm CET). Have fun!. Patch 0.2.2f:
We have reverted the Experience required for your levels, so everyone should have their levels back now (or higher depending
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if you gained xp since yesterday).

Again, no Experience was lost in any previous changes, we only did some alterations to how levels were calculated but they are
now reverted back to their original levels.

We'd like to remind everyone that this is an Early Access game. We try different builds all the time in order to find what works
the best. A Lot of things are being changed constantly - with some things being majorly changed. A lot of things get reverted
after testing them if we see there are issues, or adjusted further, while some stay if we see it's working. It all depend on the
feedback we get from our players. You find that a change was bad? Great! Just let us know about it and we will look at changing
it if enough players agree with you.. Summary of Updates Since Release:
Adapt or Perish has seen many significant improvements since release:

 Increased unit intelligence by adding "Overkill" consideration

 Additional late game challenges beyond just stronger enemies (more aggressive AI & more varied enemy unit
generation)

 Virtual Reality improvements, like SteamVR keyboard integration & UI hiding

 Sight recalculation, so units better utilize the exact sight value paid for

 Important balancing & exploit patches

 Bugfixes

Want to chat about Adapt or Perish, new development projects & previous games? Come join the Phr00t's Software Discord @ 
https://discord.gg/gqZRTkk. Bug Fix:
Using hint no longer creates a glitchy display. Underworld Ascendant Hotfix for Update 3:

Greetings all!

We have a small (~30mb) hotfix that addresses crash bugs that a few players have been experiencing. We are still working to
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reproduce additional crash reports and will address them as soon as we are able.

If you are still experiencing crashes in an area, quicksave often and let us know the details so we can investigate.. Something
about the New Year’s update:
1. Increase dynamic skin unlocking system
2. Adjust the zombie mode to drop items
3. Add Giant Scorpion
4. Adjust the weapon value. Berry couple 3 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1062981/Berry_couple_3/. Rebuild and new Start!:
We completely overhauled Yerah.

We released the game last year and it's been a long time since launch.

Because of severe health problems, I had to stop the development.
We know some of you have wondered if the game is dead .... Yes, it has stopped the development.
For some months now we have been working on Yerah with high pressure and a lot of coffee.
We can not make up for the past, but we know we can now deliver the game we announced!
We hope that you like the new Yerah and are happy that we can implement new features with you!

Yerah will updated this week!
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